APPLICATION MASON Communication Ambassador

Name:
Mason email:
Contact number:
GPA:
Year in school:
Concentration:

Why do you want to become a Communication Department Ambassador?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
Here are my top three ideas if I am selected as a Communication Ambassador:

1.

2.

3.

How would I help bring undeclared Mason students into the Communication Department?

List three specific and creative goals you will set for yourself as a Communication Ambassador to help grow the Communication Department (ideas to help increase the number of majors, to spread awareness about the department across campus, to connect with your high school and to brand the department in a way that is appealing to future students):

1.

2.

3.

Am I willing to make a commitment of one hour per week working toward these goals if I am selected as a Communication Ambassador?  ____ yes  ____ no  ____ other amount of time

Signature of Applicant:

________________________________________________________

Date:

________________________________________________________

Official Use:

____ student has been accepted _________ date of acceptance

____ weekly check-in's with faculty advisor or faculty mentor assigned to student

Notes on progress (to be kept by faculty advisor/mentor):

________________________________________________________

Please submit form to Professor Beth Jannery in Robinson A, 121a or email bjannery@gmu.edu